LIMITED LICENSING OF THE NAME “MEANINGFUL MOVIES”
We will allow groups to use the name “Meaningful Movies”, but only with the following
limited licensing requirements:















Request and receive permission from us to use the name “Meaningful Movies”, whether
this is by itself or in any form or combination, such as “Friday Night at the Meaningful
Movies”; “Meaningful Movies Matinee” or "Seattle Meaningful Movies”
Notify us of all events using the name “Meaningful Movies”: date, time, place, film and
event description, sponsors, and your full contact information. In turn, we will do our best to
help get the word out on your event.
All groups will use the name “Meaningful Movies” in your identity and promotional materials
to build more awareness of this concept and its opportunities for others.
Offer a venue that is free and open to the public so anyone can attend without stigmas. Do
not operate these events for profit.
Secure appropriate screening permissions for film and other copyrighted media, and hold
us fully harmless for any non-compliance;
Provide an opportunity for some form of participatory community conversation to take place
with every film event;
Provide a supportive environment where opinions can be discussed openly in a safe,
respectful and non-violent manner;
Participate in a broad coalition of other groups doing the same, to keep this concept viable
and sustainable. Help expand this idea to others.
Meaningful Movies or The Meaningful Movies Project assumes no responsibility of liability
for the actions of other groups or individuals. We advise and assist in good faith, but final
decision on acting on these is solely born by others. It is assumed that organizations and
individuals we assist are completely autonomous and independent entities, separate from
Meaningful Movies or The Meaningful Movies Project.
All groups we support are based in principles of peace, social justice, non-violence and
benefit to the community.
Also, please read our full Meaningful Movies Participation Agreement, referenced in the
Meaningful Movies Application.

Thanks!
The Meaningful Movies Team

THE MEANINGFUL MOVIES PROJECT:
Helping communities and groups organize and educate using the power of Social Justice
Documentary Film and Community Discussion.
www.meaningfulmovies.org
http://www.facebook.com/MeaningfulMoviesProject
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